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Abstract. in this paper we study the elimination of the iteration quantifier u in a special set of 
algorithmic formulae. Something similar has been done by G. Mirkowska and E. Orlowska by 
means of a system of procedures. We, however, show that elimination is already possible by 
using the programs in our sublanguage itself. 

Introduction 

In this paper We U e chall studli the elimisration of the rteratior. quantifier U in a 
special set of algorithmic formulae. Something similar bas been done by G, 
Mirkowska and E. Orlowska in [4] by means of a systpY;T1 of procedures. However, 
we shall show that elimination is alread,y possible by means of programs l,n our 
sublanguage itself. 

To this end we shall now construct tkt special subset of thz language of algorithmic 
logic (AL). We shall assume familiarity with the language 2 of AL as treated in 
[6]; so we can suffice to summarize in some detail only the syntax of Z7 ils far as 
we will need it. 

1. Sy;ntan of 2 

The alphabet of 2 consists of the following at most enumerable sets: 
VI: the infinite set of individual variables {ni 1 i E o}, 
Vo: the infinite set of propositional variables {ai 1 i E w), 

w 1 * a family of at most enumerable sets of n-argument functors, n new- 

{P 1 l a family of at most enumerable sets of n-argument predicates; we assume n ntzu- 

that Pz contains the equality =:, 
{false, true, 7, A, =$, a, 3, V, v, , while do . . . 0 

}: the set of logical and program connectives, 
{($ ), [ ,], /I-: the set of auxiliary symbols. 
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The sets of well-formed ex‘pressions of 2 art2 the following: 
T: 
Fo: 
S: 

FS: 

the set of classical teri ns 7; 
the set of open classical formulae. which we shall denote by a, & ‘y, 8, 
the set of substitutions s := [x&J, . h . , x~,,/T~, (T&XI~ . . . , a&t,,,], in which 
xki E ‘VI, ali E Vo, Ti E 7’ and ai E Eo, 
the set Iolf programs, defined as the lcaji8t set of expressions closed under: 
(F&) every s E S is an element of FS; 
(FS2) if 1:~ E F. and K, M E IFS, then alsc~: the expressions 

bqin K; M elnd an’d ii% u then K else M fi are elements of FS; 
(FSJ if CT E Fo, and K E IFS, then also ~hk N do K od is an element of FS, 

We shall use the letters iY, .!I,, M and P for programs E IFS. 
1 Wh 

(1) 

(2) 

-(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

shall also make use of the followins abbreviations: 
Sf al then K fi instead of 

3 a ther: K else [ ] 1, w&re [ ] is a dummy substitution; 
begin Kz; &; . . . ; A:,, end inskad IDf 

&-qj~ l l ’ begin K1; & end; . . Kn lend 

while cx do K1; . . . ; Kn od instead of 
pwhile cy do begin .I& ; . .’ . ; K,z end od 

if o then K1 ; . a . ; K, eYse lKrlrP ; . , . ; iir, fi instead of 
iif a then begin KI ; .: . ; IKit end elm? begin Kn+I ; . . . ; K,,, end fi 

K” instead of begin .K’ ; K ; . . . ; K tmd 
L--r- 

1’ times 

FSO: the lcas~: subset of FS closed und!er IO;&) and (FSZ): the loop-free programs 
in FS. 

.J? the set of formulae of Al,,, defined ias the least set of expressions closed under: 
(Fl) V. u {true, false} c F; 
(Fz) ifpEP,(n~O)anc’l~rl,...r,ET, thellP(71,...,7,)EF; 
(F3) if Q, x E F, then lrc’, (cp v ;c), (Q A ,j(), (Q =‘,y) and (Q C3x) are EF; 

(F4) if .M E FS and Q E 17, then &p, t&Q and MQ are formulae E E 
‘We will consider the following fragment F* of F, defined as the least set of 

expp:ssions closed under: 
(F: )Fo c jp,l*; 
(r;,* ) if I;,” E FS and Q E F*, then Krp, LJKq EF*; 
{Ff ) if Q, x E F”, then also (40 A x), icp v x ; E: F*.. 

We shall ue t!ke Greek letterI ~;p, x, $ and 49 for formulae cF*. 

The semantics is the usual of AL ‘see [3, 5,6]): 
By a given valuation ZJ of the ele:;lents of Vg u VI the values TR(V) of elements 

T E T and truth values cyR (u) sf eleven ts QI c: ITo are determined in the usual way; 
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and the realizations of form .rlae &‘* are defined as 

(&Mu) = 
E~~(K,&)) ifK&)isdefined, 
’ 
If 1 a se otherwise 

Let W be the set of all valuations of elements of ‘c/o u VI, then we define ALI= ;p 
(36th Q EF) as Vv E W: QR( 9) is true. 

Now we shall state and prove the following 

Theorem, Every Q E F* is equivalent with some + E F** s.t. @ = dyI true jcv a certain 
h-Y E FS. 

Corollary. So by this theorem it is possible to eliminate the iteration quantifier U in 
our subset F” of AL. 

Proof of the theorem. With induction on the complexity of Q. 
+T’he proof is heavily based upon the following normal form theorem!, the proof 

of which can be found in [ 1,2]: 

For every program K E FS, there exists a program g of the fol’lowing form : 

begin s; while cy dab M od end 

wivh s E S, IX E FO and ME FSO, such that for every realisatlon R and for every 
vc kation v, K&v) is defined iff &R(v) is defined, and if they are def;md then, for 
ali variables x E (Vo u Vl)\( Y(g)\ V(K)), KR (c)(x) = &(v)(x). 

V(K) stands for the set of variables occurring; in M E FS; hence V(Ii!)\ V(K) is 
tht set of auxiliary variables occurring only in z and not in K already.) 

dYe shall prove our theorem with induction on the complexity of 4:. Parts (0) 
thou (iii) are fairly straightforward, part (iv) is far less easy. 

0) For a q with the lowest complexity, i.e. Q E FO, take el/ = K” true with K : 
wlr Ae lp do [ ] od. 
Theta AL~Q~$= K’ true 
(i) If q = p1 A ~2 with QI +'-_ t: F*, then Ql and q2 are of lower complexity, so by 
the induction hypothesis: 

.ALt=rpl@& true for a certain K1 E FS znd 

.AUCJ~~(~K~ true for a certain K2 E FS. 
St9 AL I= ip r-5 K1 

‘Notice that K1 only can influence a finit? nurnber of values of xi and &Ii ; suppose 
tha; these are x = {xk,, .a., xk,l and a =h, . ..g al,} respectively. 
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Therefore we can reserve variables; of the infinite set Vo u VI, which we can 
assign the original values of the Xi and Ui, and which are not :qtiected by &. Name 
these variables b# == (;rPI, . . . , x,,} and 6 = &,,, . . I , a,,} respectivfely. 

Let .K’ now be the program: b~eghr [J&Z]; [b/n]; KI; (A:&- end with ( 

& in which all occurrences of the xi and aa have been replaced by the corresponding 
yi and Di respectively. 

Then AL I= q cX’ true. 
SO take ~5 = K’ true. 

(ii) Ifcp=;plvo?Wlit~~(P1,(P2EF*, thcen by the induction hypothesis: 

AL != q 1 @ICI tmle for a certain & c F§’ and 
,4L:= ~~~~~~ true for a certain KY: E FS. 
So AL I= q WK1 frue v K2 true I 
By ::he normal form theorem [l, 21 it is no restriction to assume: 

and 

K1: begin sl; 

while a 1 do Ml cM 
end 

K.YY: begin ~2; 
while a2 do A& ml 

end 

respzctively, for st:prne ~1, SUES, CQ, a.;?~&, A&, M~EFS. 
Anelogously to (i), take variables JS c VI and & c VQ s.t. the programs sl and A41 

do ncrt affect their valuations, to coply z and L+ oj.” which, the valuations are aff elzted 
by s1 or MI. 

Le*a K now be the program: 

in which gy,& is defined as cp in wh.ich every occurrercc of xi and ai has been 
replaced by the corresponding l’i and bi respectively. 

Now AI, I= cp e;JK’ trrre. 
b 

Se take $ = A:’ true. 
(iii) If rp = Kq1 with K E FS and CF 1 E I;““, then q) 1 is of a. lower complexity sn;;l so: 
ALI=~~MK~ tnw for a certain & E FS 

So A.L k cp @I<& true. 
Take K’: be&iin K; K1 end, then ,4Lt= gc @K’ true. 
SO take 4 == K’ true. 

(ivj Juppose cp ‘= m.1 with K E ES and cp1 E I’*. By the induction hypothesis it 
hofds that AL I= qst C=XL true for some L E FS. 

so: cp1 A ‘pct=qf, true) 
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little difficult to deai 
use the normal form 
and f wieh eltly one 

Elim irw tiorr of iteration quart ti’ers 

K and i may contain many while-statements. .As this is a 
with in combination with the iteration quantifier (J, we shall 
thleorem first to be able to n:strict ourselves to statements K 
while stalement. 

Then we shall use the power of the iteration quantifier to give an equivalent 
formula containing exactly one while-statement, which will1 occur in a subfIormula 
of the form (M true). 

By the normal form theorem K and f can be assumed to have the forms: 
egin s ; while p do K’ odl end, 

L: begin SO; yhile y do L’ od end, 
* for certain s, so 4:: S, p, y E F. and K’, E’ E FSo. 

Next we notice that I_M(L1 true) is equivalent with 

s 1 lJ& ((L true) rI ‘p) 
in which 

~1: [b/true] and 
& : begin if ‘~3 v b then s ; [ b/false]fi; 

if /3 then K’ fi 
emd 

where b ds a variable E Vo wlhich is not agected by K’ and s. 
Consequently ALl=UKql~+sl u &(L true)es, 1~ K1 (begin SO; while 7/ do L’ od 

end true). 
Finally we construct a! program P s.t. AL I=sl u Kl (begin $0’ while 

y do L” od end hue)HP tme, i-e. P terminates iff the program L terminal 2:s after 
applying first $1 :and after that Ml several times. 

We can consider P as a search program. To find a state of termination of i, P 
must first execute s1 a.ld the:n it must investigate all applications of L to itazations 
of Kl in a constructive, parallel way. 

The problems; that arise here: are the following: P cannot remember all the 
things we have investigated already, for in a program we can affect only :‘I finite 
number of xi ancll bi, and the program 2 need not terminate, which implies i:lfinit:ely 
many investigations to be re [membered. 

Furthermore,, /For the use in P we have no possibility of access to xi, hi b:,r means 
of a pointer i which can be moved, nor have we a*: our dispc’;al aray countea s which 
register for Zrlstzince how qlany iterations of Kl we have done alread!r in our 
investigation. So P has to do much extra work (viz. repeats of investigations already 
done) to organize the search with tests of identity only, 

This entails a further diffiIculty: the iteration of k’l in B acts as a sort of clock 
(indicator of progress) in the work of searching. This iteration, however, can get 
into a loop and irn that case cannot act as a clock any longer. 

So we must regularly test whether this iteratio:? has got into a 100~ o.r riot, ;bnd 
if so, we must tarke another clock. Then .we take as clock the execution (in steps) 
of i on. the initi4 valuation oo. 
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&~~t t:hils inclicator can gee into a loop too and in that case we consider K(uo) as 
the iriitial valuation from that monrlent onwards and repeat the preceding. 

We shall now state the program iafter first explaining the meaning of ‘auxi!iary’ 
variables that we shall use. 

Ncltilce first that the programs sItr & , so and L’ can afiect only finitely many Xi 
of thg: i:nfinite set VI = {xi 1 i E W} amd !fini tely many ai of the infinite set Vo = {ai 1 i E w }. 
Sup!crose that all of these programs8 affect the valuation of a subset of (~0, . . . , &-I} 

and GI subset of {ao, . . . , a,_ 13 only. In ,P we need some copies of vo11ues of 

*[x0 9. l * 9 h-1, ao, ’ l l 9 G?l--11, which we place in the variables 

bknc u . .v X(k+l)rr-1, akm, l l l Y CZ~~+~)~:_~] for k E (1,2, . . . , 7) of which ~1, ICI, $0 and 
k’ do not affect the valuations anyway. 

M’e shall abbreviate {A&n,. . . , X(k+l)n-1, &m, . . . , &k+B)m -I} (k E (0, 1, 2, l l l , 7)) 
as: 

for 

k=0: x, 
k = 1: SC 0, in which we shall place a copy of the initial values of x after applying 

Sl, 

k = 2: t, 
k: = 3: ~thkl in which we shill place the first clock, . 
k = 4: +w, 
k=5: @, 
k =:6: g, 
1: =: 7. d’ocA2 in which we z;Ml place the srzor.d, third etc. ‘clock’. 
Furthermore, we need some %.‘xtr& propositional variables F. V. outside :he set 

Ia0, 011, l *t a,-1) that we shali! na,me 
111 (which, if it has valuation true, fill indicate that there is no loop yet in the 

first clock), 
152 (w%ch, if it has valuation true, will indicate that there is no loop yet in the 

indicate that a te.:-mination point of i 
seq:ond, third etc. clock), 

#c (whi&, if it has valuation false:, will 
has been found), and 

b3. 
Also, to 5e able to apply SO!, s : y K, L’, 7 

of so, sj, K, L’, ‘y. For exarnpl~:, IFor being 
use _KH which is the program ,K iin which 
replaced by the corresponldiing :cg,.bi and 

ec ts 1 he valuation of 9 (jw,: 3s Al only 

r to the copies, we use modified versions 
; ; able to apply K to the values of 9, we 
I all occurrences of xi and ai have been 
I asn+i respectively, Note that .KP only 

( affects the v;Lluation of x); so applying 
IQ +rioes not change the current values of X, &d’l, &dZ, V, CO, 

modified versions of ‘y, s o, .Q, K9 L’ are defined and denoted analogously 
The program P is now 

bgh IV1 ; N2; NJ end 
where i’VT1 stands for 

a. Other 
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while 61 AC 

do ~:mee4wdl; 

c44; 
Twhile (X f CA&I) A c 
do [y/xl; 

bo)y ; 
b/4 
while (3 # &dl) A yu A c 

do L;; 

(Kl)i ; 
od; 

if lyre then [c/false] fi; 

Kl 

sd; 

01 
od 

end 
in which Q1: 
begin [~/x0]; 

~uJ,lckhtY]; 

(m,; 

(&)1 

od; 
[bJ(bl A (c&d1 # w))J 

end 

Comment (see also Fig. 1). IV1 is the part of P in which the ite!ration of KY can act 
as ‘clock’ (i.e. indicator of progress of investigation). Tihe iteration iv; performed 
on ~0, affecting the values uf ~Adl. For each valuation 

- first execute s1 

-store the initial values of tc in ~0 

- and in d’odl 

-execute Kl on ~804341 to get its new values 

- no t.p.’ has been found yet 

-no loop in the new d’~dl yet? 

-while &a&l loop-free and no t.p. found: 

-reset C~CWAI 

-set x back to its initial values 

-while s f cd’dl and no t.p. found: 

-store tire current values of x in 9 

-execute so on p 

-store the current values of ~0 in 8 

- while 3 is not yet &‘acAl and y is true for y, 
and no t.p. found: 

- execute L’ on y and 

- Kr on 3 to obtain next 8 

-if a y has been found for which ly 
a t.p. has been found! 

-execute K1 on CL to get the next values of x 

- check if c~‘oc~_? is still loop-free 

- initialize k to A? and w to cPo.cAl 

-execute KE on w to get the next &‘&l-values 

En w 

-while I not yet cE0d1 and no t.p. found: 

- check if the old ~t’dl -values / sfill differ 
from the next ct’0~161 -candidat;: 

-execute K1 on G to get next ex-ct?s.dl -values 

-is the current ~l~cdl # thr: next c eocRI? 

- note that. CCOCA I is not affected by (II! 

’ t.p. !#tands for termination point of 2. 
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Fig. I. ct?ocAl is still loop-free. 

with J’ ~5 0 (in which therefore 

IV; tests L steps of the program L applied to all v such that 

v = (Ki )x(vo) with 0 “I,/ C i 

on termination (it does so by means of t-s, copy J+), and tblen it verifies by means of 
Q1, vrhesher iteration of Kr is stidll loop-free (this is done by checking if the next 
3teration generates! a valuatiorn 01’ ~hd’l that we have met with already) and thus 
can still .aet as indicator for thiie irivestigation of the next iiteration of (K&,,~r. 

If this is the case PTr proceeds to v i+. I, otherwise IV1 tVerminate:s and hands over 

.-while ~0 not yet ctf’ock.2 and to tp. found: 

-set c&4&2 to xc0 

- no loop yet in ccPoc42 ’ 

-while no loop in ceock2 and no t.p. found: 

-the first time reset C~OC&~ by means of so, 

- otherwise by means of L’ 

- if ly for ceocd2: t.p. is found I 

- execute K1 on S; 

- Is x = cd’odl for the i%st time? 

-while x # ~~~~dll or [X = ct?‘mAl for the first time] 
and no t.p. found* 

- initialize auxiliary y to x 

- execute so on of and &; set J to ~0 

-while 3 ;C c~?~cLZ 

- execute L’ on dt and g 

- has a t.p. been found? 

‘! b3 is true kdicates: you m:ast enter tk e loop just once again 
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if z:#cGcA~ then K, fi; -if x Z ddl reset x by means at: Kl 

CW((lM A (z = cff@cAI))] -Is 37 = C~OCAZ for the first time? 

od; 
c?2 -Is C&QCAZ still loop free? 

ad; 
WlLO 

. od 
end 
in which Q2: 
begin [d/s&]; 

(so)4 
[4c&l2]; LL; 

while \t f &&2) A c 
do [b&b2 A (t # w))]; 

L: 
od; 
Cbzl(bz A W&fiJ2 # 41 

end 

-reset ~0 

- initialize t to ~0 

-execute so on t 

-initialize UJ to C~OCRZ 

- executs 1.’ on 60 to get next &0ckZ-value 

-is t still # the next c8~&!-candidate? 

- reset I 

-is the current c4’0~d2 f the next c~‘o.&?? 

- note that QZ does llot afkr LCCO and ~k’~d’2 

-execute so on cC’ocA1 

- while y holds for d’s cAI and if nc previous t.p. 

has been found ‘by IV1 or A,: 

- execute L’ on dock1 

Cc&unent. N2 is the part of P in which the execution of i on ‘initial’ values V&DO), 
which takes place with the aid of variables &‘o~Al? (and via a valuation z$ such that 

z$(c~oc~&~) = vb (A?) and 

V;(X) = vl, (x) for all x E VI\~&A?), 

f umtions as clock. 
(Initially vi = VA = vo; if &vo), however, cannot operate as clock any Longer, NZ 

takes &&) with vb = (K,)_Jvo) as clock, etc., as long as it holds for the valuation 
vb that &(x0) P v&&~dY); see Figs. 2-4.) 

For notational convenient<> we define M”’ as the first k: steps af program M. 
For each valuation 

(iE which thus 
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Kt -_ 

9 

^i 

. 
l . 

i 

F&r. 12. ct'0cA2 takes over. 

sO 

T 

* . . 

Fig. 3. A new doA? has been taktrr.. Fig. 4. A tclmination point has been found. 
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Nz investigate? k steps of the program LIZ0 applied to all v with 

v=(K&&(v~) forOsj<i-i0, 

with i such that vi was the ‘indicator’ valuation after termination of P$, on 
termination. (This investigation takes place by means of a copy ,a~.) 

Then it verifies by means of Q2 whether the clock i(vb) is still loop-free 3r not. 
If SQ, N2 proceeds to 2, !+I. If not, then N2 considers (Kl),o(u[) as the new initial 
valuation vb and (K ) 1 ctecdl ((K&(v$) as the new v& etc., until v&(&)l = 
v&&&l ). Then the ‘initial’ values of ~0 are the same as those of &&‘I,, which 
were the 1Rst values to be checked of the former clock from Nl when N1 terminated, 
and !V3 takes over to investigate the termination of L on these values. 

Having given the program P with some explanatory comments, we have com- 
pleted the proof of our theorem. Cl 
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